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Quilting Sister Trio Sew Kind of Wonderful Releases
Book to Accompany Best-selling QCR Mini©
Mini Wonderful Curves: 16 Seasonal Quilt Projects Using the QCR Mini©
by Jenny Pedigo and Helen Robinson for Sew Kind of Wonderful with Sherilyn Mortensen
Using curves in quilt designs can create a fresh and modern
aesthetic in quiltmaking. In the new, hotly-anticipated,
and gorgeous book, Mini Wonderful Curves: 16 Seasonal
Quilt Projects Using the QCR Mini [March 2018, Landauer
Publishing], sister trio and creators of award-winning rulers to
piece curved shapes, reveal exclusive curved patterns for wall
hangings, runners, and small quilt projects that celebrate the
seasons and special holidays.
When quiltmaker Jenny Pedigo wanted an easier way to
consistently cut curves that would be easy to sew, she created
the Quick Curve Ruler© and accompanying patterns with her
two sisters Helen Robinson and Sherilyn Mortensen. Since
then, the device and patterns have gone on to sell worldwide to
quilters who have fallen in love with curved piecing using the easy techniques of the tool.
This family of quilters has branched out, offering patterns, fabric, and more under the name
Sew Kind of Wonderful. Their third book with Landauer Publishing, Mini Wonderful Curves, offers
contemporary patterns you can create using the QCR Mini©, each with a curvy flair combined with
fabulous textures and color combinations. As an added bonus, the book includes the team's quilting
insights and suggestions.
Inside Mini Wonderful Curves
2 Universal appeal: Patterns are easy enough for a confident beginner and
challenging enough for an advanced quilter.
2 Detailed quilting diagrams: Intricate quilting motifs are featured in a
gallery to add the perfect finishing touch to each quilt.
2 Technique included: The front of the book thoroughly explains Sew Kind
of Wonderful’s unique curved piecing technique and how to properly use
the QCR Mini©.
2 A slam-dunk for shops: Perfect to bundle with the QCR Mini© trim tool.
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